Synergy of CT and MRI in detecting trajectories of lodged bullets in decedents and potential hazards concerning the heating and movement of bullets during MRI.
The purpose of this study was to assess the value of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in addition to computed tomography (CT) in gunshot wound cases with bullets or pellets lodged inside the head. In this context, the potential heating and movement of the lodged bullets were additionally investigated using animal models. Eleven forensic cases of penetrating gunshot wounds underwent CT and MRI. The data of each imaging modality were reviewed according to the following relevant characteristics: bony lesion at the entrance, intracranial bone fragments, intracranial metal fragments, gunshot residues, the wound channel and the severity of metal artifacts. Four-point Likert scales were used for the assessment. The heating of projectiles and their magnetic field interactions with the static magnetic field were assessed using animal models. MRI presented major advantages in cases with transversal trajectories and non-ferromagnetic bullets compared to CT. In general, MRI enabled a clear visualization of the wound channel and gunshot-related soft tissue injuries. An image fusion of CT and MRI datasets demonstrated the individual strengths of both modalities. Radio frequency (RF)-induced heating due to bullets lodged inside the brain tissue was invalidated. The likelihood of ferromagnetic projectile migration inside brain tissue is low. MRI of decedents with a bullet lodged inside their heads is viable and provides a valuable supplement to CT. The in situ, noninvasive depiction of the wound channel and gunshot-related soft tissue injuries on MRI can contribute to the knowledge of wound ballistics.